Winners of Active House Awards 2018
announced in Lecco
7 November, Lecco, Italy – Active House Alliance, the network of companies sharing a
vision of buildings that create healthier and more comfortable lives for their occupants
with no negative impact on the climate, selected the winner of its 2018 Active House Label
Awards at its international Symposium in Italy today.
This year’s contest is the third in a row, brought to life to promote the Active House Label.
The Label is a tangible reflection of the Active House vision and a worldwide quality stamp
for comfortable and sustainable buildings. It advises on elements that are important to
people’s lives and their homes.
Exceeding the expectations, the contest gathered 35 excellent submissions from across
the world. All the projects were assessed by a highly professional jury composed of
international building experts, including Marco Imperadori, Professor, Politecnico di Milano
(Italy), Eileen Meyer, architect and co-founder of ActiveHouseItalia (Italy), Shaun Joffe,
executive director, Great Gulf (Canada), Bas Hasselaar, architect, DGMR (Netherlands),
István Kistelegdi, research professor, University of Pécs (Hungary) and Emilia-Cerna
Mladin, professor, Polytechnic University of Bucharest (Romania).
The submissions were divided into four categories of projects. The jury named winners for
each of the categories and an overall winner of the Active House Awards. Categories are:
designed projects without radar, designed projects with radar, built projects without radar
and finally built projects with radar. With two categories having two projects each tied for
the winner position, a total of 6 projects ended up winning Active House labels in the four
categories.

Four categories, six winners
Winner of the Designed projects without radar category
Kindergarten of Longfor
Gaobeidian Railway City:
The project shows how is
important design for
education in a nice and
articulated space with
consciousness about energy
approach and comfort by
using natural/zenital light
and possible natural
ventilation.

Winner of the Designed projects with radar category
Wetland Museum of
GuanTing: Applying the
Radar and AH approach to a
Museum is a very clever
and innovative way to show
that AH principles are not
limited to housing but also
possible for more complex
buildings. In this case the
outside shape shows a
compactness which is then
very well solved in the inner
spaces and always keeping
in mind: energy, comfort
and environment. Thus a
very inspiring project
indeed.

Winners of the Built projects without radar category
S8: Extremely interesting
building with a very nice
articulation of volumes in a
small shape. Interior
design, double height
spaces which can create a
chimney effect in
hot/middle seasons,
beautiful inner light and
also outside views make
this small example a very
creative one even in a
small single family house.

Skygarden House: Very
elegant and creative
design which shows how
a single family house can
be designed in a small
plot by a dialectic
strategy between the
outside shape (simple
and compact) and the
inner volumes
(articulated and very well
connected).

Winner of the Built projects with radar category
Casa sul Parco: Casa sul
Parco is a very elegant,
clever and contemporary
building inside an historical
park and city center in
Fidenza
(Italy).
The
volumes are very well
connected,
and
Energy
strategies are well balanced
with
morphology
and
aesthetics. This shows how
energy Efficient Buildings
can be expressive and
unique,
attracting
developers and stimulating
new clients.

CIS
Copenhagen
International
School:
Volumes, inner and outer, skins
with integrated PV, openings for
natural light and ventilation,
insulation, thermal delay, clever
energy strategies make this
building
to be
a
visible
Milestone for any future design
related to sustainable buildings.

The overall winner is…!
From these projects the overall winner was selected by the jury of experts. The jury
appointed Copenhagen International School as the overall winner of the Active House
Awards. At the Awards ceremony, the Chair of the jury, professor Marco Imperadori
commented: “At unanimity, the Jury voted Copenhagen International School as the overall
winner of the competition, rewarding its social impact. Besides, it clearly embodies all the
three Active House aspects: Energy, Comfort, Environment, in a very clever and
expressive way.”
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On behalf of Copenhagen International School, board member Anders Smith says: “We
are extremely proud to be this year's winner of the 'Active House Award'. It has been our
goal from the very beginning to push the envelope of what is possible and appropriate by
implementing the most cutting-edge knowledge and products to create a learning
environment where staff and students can thrive, but also take the opportunity to show
the entire community that it is possible and important to contribute sustainably and
ambitiously.”
“We focused on creating an optimal learning and social context for students and
community, as well as a flexible building that both conserves and produces energy through
our custom 12000 PV panels integrated artistically into the facade….it is the facade and
not just an afterthought. We have also emphasized the indoor climate by using natural
materials; creating a much higher than usual air circulation to achieve high o2 levels;
installing sound absorbers to reduce noise and reverb for a less stressful environment, as
well as ensuring as much multidirectional natural light and LED based lighting everywhere
in the building - light that is locally controlled to create just the right learning environment
in each classroom, while at the same time following the rhythm of natural daylight.”

Many more ways to win
This year’s winners of the Active House Awards categories showcase the diversity of
projects under the Active House principles. Amongst the winning projects are both entirely
new buildings and renovations that enable existing buildings to meet the Active House
standards.
Geographically the winning of projects also show that Active Houses are not restricted to
only a few parts of the globe. With winning projects from China, Germany, Canada, Italy
and Denmark, Active House is starting spread the vision of buildings that create healthier
and more comfortable lives across the globe.
For further information, please contact the Active
secretariat@activehouse.info or by phone at +32 22 34 6102.
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For questions about Copenhagen International School, please contact Peter Sikker
Rasmussen at PSR@cfmoller.com or by phone at +45 61 93 68 57

Notes to the editor:
About Active House
Active House is a vision of buildings that create healthier and more comfortable
lives for their occupants without negative impact on the climate – moving us
towards a cleaner, healthier and safer world.
The Active House vision defines highly ambitious long-term goals for the future building stock. The
purpose of the vision is to unite interested parties based on a balanced and holistic approach to
building design and performance, and to facilitate cooperation on such activities as building projects,
product development, research initiatives and performance targets that can move us further towards
the vision.
The Active House principles propose a target framework for how to design and renovate buildings
that contribute positively to human health and well-being by focusing on the indoor and outdoor
environment and the use of renewable energy.
The Active House label is a tangible reflection of our vision and a worldwide quality stamp for
comfortable and sustainable buildings. The label advices on elements that are important to humans’
life and living in their homes. The Active House Label can be issued to buildings that has been
evaluated in accordance with the Active House specifications and meet the minimum demands for
indoor comfort, energy efficiency and environment.
For further information, please visit: http://www.activehouse.info/ or follow us on:

@Activehouseinfo

@Activehouseinfo

@active-housealliance

@activehouse

